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What's New in the Nils Liberg 039;s KScript Editor?

KScript Editor, also known as K-Script, is a powerful editor for Kontakt, and Kontakt Scripts. The integrated Kontakt Script
Compiler allows the developer to edit and compile a Kontakt script directly in the editor, without the need to save it first.
Features: Compiler for Kontakt 2, 3 and 4 scripts Automatic Save and Load of Kontakt (script) files Automatic Re-Save of
Compiled Kontakt (script) files Option to use the settings of the script host Auto-detection of the version of Kontakt that is used
Option to auto-detect the current host Detailed view of the project with miniatures and graphs Copy and Paste of sections of the
script, including macros Auto-complete of custom variables, both from the project and global scope Easily search for available
global variables Edit and copy macros using keyboard shortcuts Copy and paste pasted sections of the script Automatically fill
out missing sections of the script Delete, copy and paste of custom variables Edit and copy from the current global scope into
the project scope Reload saved script files Save all modifications with a single click Save as relative to the project scope Reload
the project Scratchpad and history Save scripts as either ANSI or UTF-8 depending on the project settings Help system
Optimized Project load/save, with an extra large save file limit of 1GB Save all project files to a ZIP or RAR archive Reload all
project files Reload project file with a single click Highlight code blocks Optimized search and replace Delete selected text
Copy selected text Paste into project scope Load a saved project Copy and paste all modifications to the project scope Reload
project Load a saved project Fold your code Close current file and open the project in another tab Open file from project scope
Open the file in the project scope Open project scope and open file in project scope Compile your script Open a saved script in
a project scope Compile a saved script to the project scope Compile all scripts in the project scope Execute the last executed
script (if it has already been executed) Edit one of the scripts in the project scope Save all scripts in the project scope Apply
changes to all scripts Reload all scripts in the project scope Apply changes to all scripts Remove all scripts from the project
scope Hide a script from the project scope Remove all scripts from the project scope
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System Requirements For Nils Liberg 039;s KScript Editor:

Internet Explorer 11, Firefox, Chrome, Safari Mac OS 10.6 or later Windows 8 or later Free time So, what are you waiting for?
Let's start the game! Chatting is really easy. You can choose to chat using the chat system (XBOX LIVE) or by typing something
on the message system. Chatting is easy. If you want to talk to someone that is offline, you can use a “ghost” system that will
automatically type chat messages on their behalf.
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